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the resulting global state–space model. Pertinent examples include the
construction of a three-band parallel cascade of Butterworth ﬁlters,
and the realization of a global system model for a pure-delay transfer
function given bandlimited interpolation data in three different frequency bands. Passivity-enforcement techniques can be performed in a
postprocessing step.
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Arithmetic Transforms for Compositions
of Sequential and Imprecise Datapaths
Katarzyna Radecka and Zeljko Zilic

Abstract—This paper addresses the issue of obtaining compact canonical representations of datapath circuits with sequential elements for the
purpose of equivalence checking and component matching. First, the authors demonstrate the mechanisms for an efﬁcient compositional construction of the arithmetic transform (AT), which is the underlying function
representation used in modern word-level decision diagrams (WLDDs).
Second, presented is a way of generating the canonical transforms of the
sequential and imprecise datapath circuits.
Index Terms—Arithmetic transform (AT), hardware veriﬁcation, imprecise arithmetic, sequential circuits.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Arithmetic datapath circuits have always been important in the
development of circuit representations suitable for formal veriﬁcation.
Early bit-level methods, including the binary decision diagram (BDD),
proved to be insufﬁcient in describing common arithmetic circuits like
multipliers. The emergence of word-level decision diagrams (WLDDs)
overcame this problem to some extent. Indeed, the interest in the
veriﬁcation of arithmetic circuits has been renewed [1]–[3]. Therefore,
there is a shift in interest from bit-level to word-level forms. However,
some caution is in place, as not all word-level representations are
beneﬁcial for arithmetic circuits. Good candidates are the descriptions
based on the arithmetic transform (AT) [4], such as binary moment
diagrams (BMDs) [5], [6] and their extensions [7] that are compact
for common arithmetic circuits.
This paper aims at enhancing the capability of basic AT forms. To
reduce the complexity and to capitalize on the block-level structure,
we consider the means to compose AT descriptions from those of the
smaller blocks. However, unlike bit-level representations, the existing
AT-based word-level forms cannot be composed because of the datatype incompatibility—the inputs are binary, while the outputs are
word-level quantities. To address this problem, we propose AT extensions that facilitate the combination of ATs describing the combinational, sequential, and imprecise arithmetic blocks. We notice that the
recently introduced Taylor expansion diagrams (TEDs) [8] also have
basic composition properties, making the addition and multiplication
of two TEDs feasible although apparently not simple [9].
Sequential elements in datapaths present another difﬁculty for wordlevel forms, which are only suitable for combinational functions. In
general, the notion of a sequential equivalence [10] becomes fairly
complex when allowing for manipulations such as retiming, pipelining, and FSM optimization. In this paper, we provide an extension
to the AT for sequential datapaths. Using these forms, we show, for
instance, how to match a speciﬁcation with the sequential implementation in circuits employing distributed arithmetic (DA).
The ﬁnal issue explored in this paper is the representation of
imprecise arithmetic circuits. The major challenge here lays in the
assertion of circuit correctness under the presence of an error due to
the arithmetic imprecision. Imprecision naturally comes from the
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ﬁnite-word representation of real numbers, as well as from various
approximations. Precision analysis is critical to using the ﬁxed-point
number representation, which is attractive in balancing complexity,
cost, and energy consumption [11]. Furthermore, the component
matching [12] of arithmetic circuits, which is increasingly important
in systems-on-chip (SoC), also requires efﬁcient dealing with imprecision. Issues regarding the veriﬁcation of such datapaths are dealt with
in [13]–[17].
Although data representations that tackle each of the above issues
exist, none are capable of addressing them simultaneously. The AT
extensions that facilitate the composition of sequential blocks are
presented in Section II-A. Section III deals with the imprecision of
implementation. In Section IV, we apply the proposed algorithms to
several datapath circuits.
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TABLE I
NORM FUNCTIONS FOR COMMON WORD ENCODING

II. A RITHMETIC T RANSFORM E XTENSION FOR C OMPOSITION
The AT is a canonical polynomial representation of multiinput/multi-output Boolean functions f : B n → B m . To describe such
functions with a single polynomial, function outputs are “grouped
together” into word-level (W ) quantities (e.g., integers) resulting in a
pseudo-Boolean function f : B n → W . Therefore, the representation
should have Boolean inputs and word-level outputs.
Deﬁnition 1: The AT of a pseudo-Boolean function f : B n → W
is a polynomial with an arithmetic “+” operation; word-level coefﬁcients ci1 i2 ···in ; binary inputs x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ; and binary exponents
i1 , . . . , in
AT(f ) =

1
1 


···

i1 =0 i2 =0

1


ci1 i2 ···in xi11 xi22 · · · xinn

(1)

in =0

that uniquely and exactly interpolates “f .”
The AT can be obtained in several ways, ranging from a transform
matrix multiplication, to the fast transforms, decision diagram transformations, and polynomial interpolation [18]. The 2n -word vector
C = {ci1 i2 ···in } of coefﬁcients from (1) is obtained by multiplying
the 2n -word vector f of word-level function outputs with the 2n × 2n
matrix Tn , C = Tn ∗ f . Tn is deﬁned recursively as



Tn =

Tn−1
−Tn−1

0



Tn−1

,

T0 = 1.

(2)

The AT generates outputs in the word-level form. A word-level
encoding is explicitly expressed by the number-norm function | | :
B m → W , deﬁning a Boolean vector interpretation in the word-level
domain. Table I summarizes common integer and fractional number
norms for a vector of Boolean values xi .
Deﬁnition 2: Binary encoding (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) of a word w is the
inverse of the norm function |w|−1 = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ).
Lemma 1: Consider a pseudo-Boolean function f : B n → W with
a norm | | : B m → W . Then
AT(f ) = |f |.
Proof: By applying the transform to quantities in W , an
interpolation polynomial is obtained, such that for all inputs

AT(f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )) = |f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )|.
Deﬁning AT(f ) in terms of a norm function |f | helps to illustrate
problems with compositions of ATs. Consider the circuit consisting
of two blocks B1 and B2 in Fig. 1. The composition of the two ATs
[R = AT(B1) and S = AT(B2)] would require the binary encoding,
i.e., the conversion of the word-level output R of the ﬁrst AT into the
bit-level values T acceptable as inputs to the second AT (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Composition of ATs—binary encoding use.

Note that there is no closed-form expression for binary encoding;
instead, an integer-to-binary conversion algorithm must be applied
to the AT polynomial to obtain |w|−1 . Since there is no simple
AT(|w|−1 ), we need an AT extension that accepts word-level inputs.
A. Mixed AT (MAT)—First AT Extension
Since inputs to the AT are bit-level quantities, while outputs are
words; we cannot use outputs of an AT as inputs to the other transform.
Therefore, the AT cannot be applied to compose an overall transform
of a circuit from the ATs of its basic blocks. Similarly, the AT at its
original form is not equipped for representing sequential elements.
In this section, we propose two extensions to basic ATs—allowing
the description of sequential components and their efﬁcient integration
into the overall circuit representation.
Our ﬁrst extension facilitates the compositional approach to representing datapaths. We permit inputs to be a mix of binary (xi ) and
word-level (wj ) quantities, i.e., f (x1 · · · xn , w1 · · · wk ).
Deﬁnition 3: The MAT polynomial interpolating the function
f : B n × W k → W uses the arithmetic “+” operation, wordlevel coefﬁcients ci1 i2 ···in , binary x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , and word-level
w1 , w2 , . . . , wk inputs; as well as the binary exponents i1 , . . . , in and
e1 , . . . , ek
MAT(f ) =

1

i1 =0

···

1
1



···

in =0 e1 =0
1


e

ci1 ···in e1 ···ek xi11 · · · xinn w1e1 · · · wkk .

ek =0

We apply the MAT when some sets of inputs to a combinational
function are known to be word-level quantities, such as outputs coming
from previous blocks. More than one MAT can be derived from a
single AT, depending on which variables are considered at word level.
For simplicity, we omit the explicit word-level designation in MAT.
Lemma 2: The coefﬁcients of an MAT can be calculated using the
transformation given by (2), expanded around binary input variables,
with word-level input quantities unassigned, i.e., treated as symbols
C(w1 , w2 , . . . , wk ) = Tn ∗ f.

(3)
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Proof: The application of the above transform to the quantities
in B n results in an interpolation polynomial: MAT(f (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ,
w1 , w2 , . . . , wk ))= |f (w1 , w2 , . . . , wk )|. Allocating concrete values
to unassigned word-level variables preserves the norm, and this transform then equals |f |, which implies that the resulting MAT exactly
interpolates f .

Example 1—MAT Through Matrix Multiplication: Consider the
MAT of a function f = 2a + 3b, where a and b are 2-bit unsigned
integers. We treat a = a1 a0 as a bit vector, and b as a single wordlevel quantity. Then, for all assignments of binary variables, we obtain
the truth table
f = [3b

2 + 3b

4 + 3b

6 + 3b]T
Fig. 2.

from which, the AT transform application yields



1

0
0
1
0
0
1
1 −1 −1

 −1
MAT(f ) = T2 ∗ f =
−1



 

Composition of speciﬁcations using MAT.



0
3b
3b
0  2 + 3b   2 
=
.
0  4 + 3b   4 
1
6 + 3b
0

The resulting polynomial is G(a1 , a0 ) = 3b + 2a0 + 3a1 + a1 a0 .
By treating input b as word-level values, we shrink the size of the
matrix Tn from 16 × 16 to 4 × 4. Therefore, as the above example
shows, an MAT allows a compact way of generating the AT.
To obtain the ﬁnal AT(f ) from MAT(f ), it sufﬁces to syntactically
replace the word-level variables in MAT(f ) with their binary encoding
at the end of the process. In the previous example, substituting the
word-level variable b with its binary encoding b = b0 + 2b1 results in
AT(f ) = 3b0 + 6b1 + 2a0 + 3a1 + a1 a0 .
Once the MAT of a circuit is constructed, we can provide bounds on
the size of the AT obtained from it.
Lemma 3: Consider the MAT of f that has t terms and one wordlevel input w consisting of n bits. The size of the AT obtained from
this MAT would be bounded by nt terms.
Proof: To obtain AT(f ) from MAT(f ), all occurrences of the
word-level input variable w must be replaced by its AT representation.
Since the size of w is n bits, at most n terms are used to substitute w
in each MAT(f ) monomial. Hence, the total number of terms in the
resulting AT(f ) will be nt.

Corollary 1: If the MAT of a given function f has t terms and k
word-level inputs, then the replacement of all such word-level inputs
results in an AT with at most nk t terms.
Lemma 3 and Corollary 1 prove that an MAT of the composition
of blocks can always be converted to the AT with polynomial size
increase in word length n.
B. MAT Features and Scope Limitations
The primary application of the MAT is in compositions of representations, where word-level outputs of a block are being passed to
another block, Deﬁnition 3. There are some limitations of an MAT
regarding the inputs it can deal with and the classes of functions it can
represent. Sometimes, selected bits of a word output have to be split
off before inputting them to an MAT (for example, buses w1 and w2
of the word w in circuit C, Fig. 2). Since obtaining individual bits from
a word w (i.e., |w|−1 ) is computationally expensive, such operations
are not easily performed through an MAT.
Instead of splitting the words, an alternative approach is used.
For each part w1 and w2 of the bus w, a separate function transform is created. This amounts to splitting the block B into B1
and B1 in circuit D, Fig. 2. The individual word outputs can
then be readily used; and if the whole bus is needed, the bus w
is created by concatenating a word w1 (least signiﬁcant part of w)

with a word w2. The result is MAT(w) = 2length(w1) |w2| + |w1|=
2length(w1) MAT(B1 ) + MAT(B1 ).
An MAT is primarily a tool for composing ATs by means of its
word-level input variables, rather than for representing all functions.
A function must be explicitly expressed in terms of designated wordlevel inputs to possibly be represented by an MAT. More precisely,
such a function must be disjointly decomposable [19] along designated
word-level inputs.
Lemma 4: The MAT of f exists if there is a disjoint decomposition
of f with respect to the word-level input variables.
Proof: By Deﬁnition 3, the application of the transform to the
quantities in B n results in an interpolation polynomial MAT(f (x1 ,
x2 , . . . , xm , w1 , w2 , . . . , wk ))= |f (w1 , w2 , . . . , wk )|. Since it is expressed by designated word-level inputs alone, it is disjointly decomposable with respect to such variables.
The decomposable function can be expressed as
f = g (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm , h(w1 , w2 , . . . , wk )) .
Then, for each assignment of Boolean variables, the output is a
constant or a function of word-level variables. By applying the AT
construction symbolically, we obtain an MAT.

Since an MAT is used for compositions of AT representations of
individual blocks, the MAT for a given block is assumed to exist, and
there is no need to seek word-level decompositions.
C. Sequential at Extensions—ATS and MATS
Sequential elements cannot be represented by either an AT or by an
MAT, as there is no notion of time provided by these transforms. In
contrast to the AT and MAT, which are time invariant, we introduce
new AT extensions for sequential implementations that allow variables
to change over time. We refer to such variables as timed variables.
Deﬁnition 4: The timed variable v[n] is a variable v to which a time
tag [n] is assigned to indicate that the function generating the value of
v changes with a time instance n.
We use timed variables to abstract away the clock in the sequential
implementation of datapaths. A timed function f [n] represents the
value of f in the nth clock period. We assume the ﬁnite clock
duration, i.e., the function f [n] is executed in a ﬁnite number of clock
cycles. In terms of circuit implementations, we restrict our attention to
synchronous sequential systems.
The simplest role that the timed transform plays is in representing
the state information kept in memory.
Example 2: Consider a memory element such as a ﬂip-ﬂop, whose
contents is reloaded every clock cycle. Its deﬁning timed equation is
mout [n] = min [n − 1].
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The other application of the timed function is for the modeling of
multicycle latency incurred in executing a function. In this case, for
veriﬁcation purposes, it might be needed to validate conditions such
as achieving the exact latency or to guarantee a ﬁxed upper bound on
latency.
Finally, when the MATS function description combines occurrences
of various intermediate variables at different instances of time, the
elimination of internal timed variables is required to express the
function solely in terms of input values, which are possibly timed.
Deﬁnition 5: The AT sequential (ATS) is the AT(f )[n] of a timed
function f at a time instance n while the MAT sequential (MATS) is
analogously the MAT(f )[n] of a timed function with word- and bitlevel inputs.
Lemma 5: When a sequential element is fed entirely by bitlevel combinational (primary) inputs, then the transform describing it
is the ATS.
Proof: Combinational blocks with bit-level inputs only are given
by the AT. However, by Deﬁnition 5, if such blocks realize sequential
functions; then they should be described by the ATS to indicate timing
dependencies among inputs.

Example 3—ATS of Flip-Flop: We use the ATS to represent a
standard ﬂip-ﬂop with input D, reset signal reset, and an enable
signal—all bit type
ATS(f f )[n] = (1 − reset)(En ∗ D + (1 − En) ∗ f f [n − 1]).
Note that for notational convenience, the syntax of the ATS is simpliﬁed in the preceding example. First, a time tag [n] is omitted on
the right-hand side whenever it is the same as on the left-hand side.
Second, the explicit reference to the transform of the same block is
dropped from the right-hand side.
In fact, when intermediate variables generated by sequential elements are word-level quantities, then the only appropriate sequential
transform is an MATS. In addition to the MATS being required to
describe sequential elements, combinational blocks represented by an
MAT may need to use an MATS, following the composition with
sequential blocks.
Lemma 6: The MATS of a composition of a combinational element
described by function f with sequential blocks can be obtained from
MAT(f ) by replacing each input that is generated by a sequential
element with its deﬁning MATS/ATS.
Proof: An MAT describes the combinational function f of a
block. Consider the inputs to f to be fed by sequential elements. A
syntactical replacement of these inputs with timed variables deﬁning
corresponding sequential blocks produces MATS of the overall function composition.

Corollary 2: The MATS of a sequential function f can be obtained
from the MAT of the combinational part of f by replacing each MAT
input that is generated by a memory element with its deﬁning MATS.
Corollary 3: If at least one input variable of a combinational
function f is generated by a sequential block, then the transform
of the composition (instead of the MAT) needs to be presented as
the MATS
MATS ((f (x1 , . . . , wi , . . . , wk ))
= MAT (f (x1 , . . . , MATS(wi ), . . . , wk )) .
All inputs to the MATS must be assigned a time tag, regardless of
whether they are from a sequential or a combinational block.
From the preceding corollary, we conclude that the overall transform
of any composition of a sequential block B1[MATS(B1)], with a
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combinational element B2, requires the use of an MATS rather than
an MAT.
1) Converting MATS to MAT or ATS: MATS(f ) can take two
forms. A type-I MATS presents a case where the timed output variable
f is expressed only in terms of timed input values. A type-II MATS
describes a recurrence equation, where a symbol of a considered
function f appears on both sides of a deﬁnition. The left-hand side
of the MATS has only the symbol f [n], while the expression on the
right-hand side is the function of various f [k]s, where k < n, as well
as other timed inputs. A solution to such a type-II MATS eliminates
the instances of f at the right-hand side and expresses the outputs only
in terms of the inputs, possibly delayed.
We want to remove timed variables whenever possible, as transforms are then purely combinational (MAT). When the overall circuit
speciﬁcation is given in terms of the AT (ATS), then the implementation must be represented in the same way. To achieve that, all
MATS forms must be translated either as an MAT or an ATS. In
the case of an MAT, such expressions are then converted into AT
through symbolic replacements of all word-level inputs. Therefore,
the conversion between an MATS and an MAT or the ATS (when
appropriate) is a crucial step.
Lemma 7: If a speciﬁcation of a function f implemented by a
given block is expressed in terms of the AT, i.e., f is a combinational
function; then the MATS description of an implementation of function
f must be transferable into the MAT (and eventually to the AT).
Proof: The AT and its derivatives are canonical. As a combinational function f is represented in terms of the AT, its implementation
must also be given in the form of a combinational transform (MAT or
AT). Therefore, the translation from its initial MATS(f )[n] to MAT(f )
exists and acts by removing the timing variable n from an MATS. 
In consequence, time tags cannot be completely eliminated when
the function is sequential. In that case, comparison with a sequential
speciﬁcation is made on the ATS rather than the AT.
Corollary 4: Given a combinational speciﬁcation and assuming that
the implementation and its MATS description is correct, then there
exists a procedure to eliminate all timing information in an MATS and
transforms it to the AT.
A type-II MATS can be converted into an MAT either by solving
an MATS as a recurrence equation or by the procedure that we
refer to as a “symbolic loop unrolling.” When considering the loop
unrolling, each value of an output function present in the right-hand
side is symbolically expressed in terms of its output variables at
earlier time instances. The process continues until the terminal case is
reached and the output variables have been eliminated from the righthand side. Recurrence equation solvers are generally faster than the
loop unrolling procedures; however, they require known closed-form
solutions and can be relatively costly by themselves.
Example 4—MATS of Circuits With Accumulative Loops: In
Fig. 3(a), block A1 represents an N -bit adder. In the nth step, one
summand is taken from the primary inputs, while the other is supplied
from the register storing the values of the previous n − 1 additions.
The register has been initially reset.
The MATS of this loop is obtained by considering the register input
f [n], with the value given by the recurrence
MATS(f )[n] = a[n] + MATS(f )[n − 1],
n

MATS(f )[0] = 0.

Its solution is MATS(f )[n] = i=1 a[i].
Next, consider Fig. 3(b), where block B1 represents an N × N -bit
multiplier, and block B2 is a (2N + 1)-bit adder creating a multiplyand-accumulate loop. The MATS results from using the previously
derived MAT transforms of its individual blocks. The inputs to the
multiply-and-accumulate loop at the time instance i are the N -bit
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Fig. 3. Add- and multiply-accumulate loops.

binary vectors x[i] and y[i], the output f [i] is a binary vector of size
(2N + 1). The ATS (all inputs are bits) of the multiplier B1 is deﬁned
for inputs at a time instance i
ATS(B1 = x ∗ y)[i] =

N


xk [i]2 ∗
k

k=0

N


III. V ERIFYING I MPRECISE D ATAPATHS
k

yk [i]2 = a[i].

k=0

The transform of this loop equals the recurrence solution
MATS(f )[n] =

n


a[i] =

n
N



i=1

i=1

k=0

resented as an MAT (Deﬁnition 3 for combinational circuits) or an
MATS (Deﬁnition 5 for sequential elements). The above operations are
executed in steps 6–9 of Algorithm 1. Additionally, the AT representations of previously traversed components are assigned to the current
block inputs (step 7). Since these forms are functions of primary inputs, the resulting new composition is the AT (ATS if sequential blocks
are in the fanin). Finally, an MATS of type II is converted to an MAT
by loop unrolling or solving a recurrence equation (step 10). Upon
traversing all blocks, the ﬁnal AT (combinational speciﬁcation) or
ATS (sequential case) is completed (lines 12–14). While a single pass
over the blocks sufﬁces, the algorithm running time is dominated by
the recurrence-solving step, followed by the transform generation and
input substitution. For the last part, the running time is proportional to
the size of the transform obtained (Lemma 3).

xk [i]2k ∗

N


yk [i]2k

.

k=0

D. Composition of Transforms
Once each block is expressed in terms of its appropriate transform
(AT, ATS, MAT, or MATS), the description of the overall circuit is
generated through the composition of individual block transforms. If
the speciﬁcation is combinational, then the ﬁnal circuit representation
must be the AT; otherwise, it will require the ATS form.
The effort to obtain a ﬁnal transform of the implementation expressed by the AT (ATS) is justiﬁed since the speciﬁcation is a function
of bit inputs only and is therefore given in terms of the AT (ATS). If this
were not the case, the description of the implementation using an MAT
or an MATS would be also suitable for further equivalence checking.
Constructing the overall AT (ATS) of a given complex design
begins from blocks fed entirely by primary inputs and continues in the
forward direction until all primary outputs are reached, as shown in
Algorithm 1. According to Deﬁnitions 1 and 5, all elements with bitlevel only inputs are expressed in terms of their AT (combinational)
or ATS (sequential). These operations correspond to steps 4 and 5 in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Composition of Block Transforms
Generate Transform of the network of blocks
1. for each block Bi in topological order
2. {
3. Assign: inputs (Bi ) to output(predecessor(Bi ))
4.
if (combinational(Bi ) && all_inputs_primary)
5.
fi = AT(Bi );
6.
if (combinational(Bi ) && no_seq_input)
7.
fi = MAT(Bi , assigned_input_list);
8.
else /∗ sequential(Bi )∗ /
9.
fi = MATS(Bi , assigned_input_list);
10.
fi = unroll_or_reccurence_solve(fi );
11. }
12. if (all_time_variables_eliminated)
13.
Overall_AT = fi
14. else Overall_ATS = fi
The remaining blocks, which have both binary- (from primary
inputs) and word-level inputs (outputs from other blocks), are rep-

The majority of methods for datapath veriﬁcation are suitable for
circuits that are implemented exactly. However, there is a serious
shortcoming in this approach. It is a common design practice to
approximate, round, or truncate some of the intermediate data, and thus
obtain approximate results. In such cases, the exact match between the
realization and the speciﬁcation might not exist, but we still need to
assert the circuit correctness under the introduced imprecision [17].
The goal is to distinguish between implementations that are incorrect
and those that are correct within the allowed imprecision.
A. Imprecise Arithmetic Computations
We consider two major causes of imprecision in a circuit implementation. The ﬁrst source is the approximations of speciﬁcations in hardware realization. The second is due to a ﬁnite-word implementation of
an inﬁnite length of speciﬁcation data. For example, real numbers are
realized using ﬁnite-size registers and buses, i.e., viewed as ﬁxed-point
data representations.
Deﬁnition 6: The error is a difference between the quantity obtained
in the implementation and the result required by the circuit speciﬁcation. The measure used for evaluating the error is the unit in the
last place (ULP). This is the least signiﬁcant bit for a given number
encoding.
Deﬁnition 7: The precision is the total number of bits used in the
ﬁxed-point representation.
Deﬁnition 8: The arithmetic circuit approximation is the implementation that is inexact regardless of the precision.
1) Truncation and Rounding of Intermediate Data: The conversion
between inﬁnite-length real numbers and their ﬁnite precision implementations is routinely performed using truncation and rounding.
These are the operations that restrict the bit width of the output,
causing an imprecision.
Example 5—Truncation and Rounding: Consider a circuit where
four n-bit fractional inputs a, b, c, and d are joined in the expression
ab + cd. The exact (2n + 1)-bit result is
AT(a ∗ b+c ∗ d) =

n

k=1

ak 2k ∗

n

k=1

bk 2k +

n

k=1

ck 2k ∗

n


dk 2k .

k=1

Assume that the implementation of the n-bit datapath forces the
result to be restricted to n most signiﬁcant bits. We consider two
cases.
1) With rounding to the nearest value, the result is calculated in the
full precision ﬁrst, followed by the rounding step. The error is
bounded to half of the ULP, i.e., 2−(n+1) .
2) For truncation to “n” bits, the error is bounded by one ULP,
which is 2−n .
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In general, precision veriﬁcation requires the explicit representation
of output word-level values, as one cannot reason about the precision
on a per-bit basis. We can easily construct an example of arithmetic
computation where all output bits are incorrect, while the imprecision
can be made arbitrarily small. If the exact n-bit result is 100 · · · 0,
while the approximation is 011 · · · 1, then all bits are incorrect. However, the error is one ULP, which becomes negligible for large n.
B. Arithmetic Transforms and Imprecise Datapaths
We now show that the AT and its related forms are suitable for the
veriﬁcation of imprecise datapaths. While error effects can sometimes
be easily found in terms of ULP (as in the previous example), in
general, there would be an error accumulation in a circuit. The value of
an error observed at circuit outputs is further dependent on the circuit
inputs and the internal states.
One of the AT properties that is directly applicable to imprecision
veriﬁcation is linearity. The transform of an imprecise circuit f ,
IAT(f ), can be represented as a linear superposition of the exact AT
form (speciﬁcation) and an imprecision error. Hence, various errors
throughout the circuit f can be abstracted away and expressed in terms
of an error e added to the fault-free AT of a speciﬁcation AT(f )

1) Imprecision Error in Terms of Arithmetic Transform: The major
challenge of the imprecision veriﬁcation is to distinguish between
cases of an erroneous circuit behavior and circuit outputs that are
correct within some error bounds due to imprecise arithmetic. Note
that veriﬁcation by equivalence checking deals only with exact computations and such imprecise cases are declared incorrect.
The AT of an error (ATe ) is deﬁned independently as a source of
imprecision, which can be caused, for example, by approximations of
a speciﬁcation function or restrictions in the size of the intermediate
data in an implementation.
Deﬁnition 9: The AT error (ATe ) is the absolute value of the
difference between arithmetic transforms of implementation (IAT) and
its corresponding speciﬁcation (SpecAT).
Example 7—Imprecision Error as AT Polynomial: A product
a ∗ b is approximated by calculating only the n most signiﬁcant bits
and disregarding all partial products needed for obtaining n least
signiﬁcant bits. This approximation will save half the circuit area, but
causes the AT error
ATe = AT(a ∗ b) − AT(a ∗ b)trunc
=

IAT(f ) = AT(f ) + e.
AT extensions preserve the linearity-based mechanisms dealing with
the error accumulation in datapaths. They allow the use of wordlevel inputs, which are required to propagate the error e through the
network. Additionally, through the sequential extensions to the AT, the
propagation and the accumulation of an error are explicitly described
and can be found by solving recurrence equations. The following
example shows the use of MATS in computing the accumulated error.
Example 6—Using MATS for Calculating Error Accumulation:
Consider the circuits in Fig. 3. Assuming that blocks A1 [Fig. 3(a)],
B1, and B2 [Fig. 3(b)] describe an n × n multiplier. Inputs to all
multipliers are n-bit wide, unsigned fractional binary vectors. The
original (2n + 1)-bit outputs in each case are rounded to n most
signiﬁcant bits. Rounding of each output introduces the error of a
single multiplication bounded by e = 1/2 ULP.
In the case of the circuit in Fig. 3(b), the effect of rounding is
incorporated in the MATS expression
MATS(f )[i] = f [i − 1] + x[i] ∗ y[i] + e.
By solving the recurrence equation after k steps, the overall error Err,
is bounded by Err = k ∗ e.
The circuit in Fig. 3(a) (a loop around a single multiplier) is
represented by
MATS(f )[i] = f [i − 1] ∗ a[i] + e.
The overall error Err after k steps amounts to


k

Err =

a[j] ∗ e.

ai

n


i=1

j=1

n


n


bj 2−i−j −

i−1
n+1 


ai−j bj 2−i

i=2 j=1

ai bj 2−(i+j) .

j=2 i=n−j−2

After summation, we ﬁnd that the worst case error is bounded by
((n − 2)2n + 2)/22n+1 , which is O(n2−n−1 ).
2) Veriﬁcation Formulation: Once the overall AT is constructed for
an imprecise circuit, determining the value of an error amounts to the
search for the maximum value of an error polynomial (ATe ).
When an input/output size of an implementation differs from that
of a speciﬁcation, the precision of the implementation is a required
parameter. We then require that an implementation (IAT) agrees with
a speciﬁcation (SpecAT) within a precision error bound ε. The maximum absolute value of ATe needs to be
max |ATe (X)| = max |SpecAT(X) − IAT(X)| ≤ ε.

(4)

The maximum AT error can be found by searching the set of
circuit inputs X that maximize the mismatch. As the AT is linear (the
difference of two ATs is still an AT polynomial), the problem reduces
to subproblems of ﬁnding the maximal positive and the minimal
negative values of the AT mismatch
max |IAT − SpecAT|
= max



max


min

 

ci1 i2 ···in xi11 xi22 · · · xinn 

ci1 i2 ···in xi11 xi22 · · · xinn 

.

max |IAT(X) − AT (f (X))| ≤ max |IAT(X) − SpecAT(X)|

The worst case occurs for inputs encoded by all binary ones. The
maximum overall error bound is then

k

max = e ∗ 2n 1 − (1 − 2−n )
Err

=

n


When SpecAT is in itself imprecise and represents a function f up to
an absolute precision of δ, the following condition holds. By applying
triangle inequality to (4), we obtain

k

i=2 j=1
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.

By considering the case when n goes to inﬁnity, this worst case error
still grows linearly in k. Hence, both calculations are producing tight
bounds on the accumulated error. Such bounds are applicable when
using error-affected blocks in larger circuits.

+ max |SpecAT (X) − AT(f (X))| ≤ ε + δ. (5)
With the value of δ known, it sufﬁces to verify the imprecision of an
IAT relative to its SpecAT as in (4).
C. An Algorithm for Precision Veriﬁcation
Once an error description is represented in terms of the AT error ATe , the next step is to establish the bounds of this error by
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determining input values that maximize the ATe . By applying a binary
search, ﬁnding suitable input assignments is done.
1) Branch-and-Bound Search for Imprecision Error: An input assignment that maximizes (minimizes) the ATe polynomial is found
through a branch-and-bound search. One approach to establish an
upper bound ubcoef of the ATe is by summing all ATe polynomial coefﬁcients that are positive and the coefﬁcient c00···0 that contributes a
constant offset for all input assignments. Such a bound is calculated as
ubcoef = c00···0 +



ci1 i2 ···in .

c>0

By analogy, a lower bound lbcoef is the sum of all negative coefﬁcients and the constant c00...0 . These two bounds are related, as shown
by the following lemma.
Lemma 8: The sum of the bounds lbcoef and ubcoef is equal to the
sum of the function values f00···0 and f11···1
ubcoef + lbcoef = f00···0 + f11···1 .
Proof: From the deﬁnitions of lbcoef and ubcoef , their sum is
ubcoef + lbcoef = c00···0 +


c>0

ci1 i2 ···in + c00···0 +



ci1 i2 ···in

c<0

which is equal to c00···0 and the sum of all coefﬁcients. The former
is equal to the function value at the point (minterm) 00 · · · 0, and the
latter is equal to the value at 11 · · · 1.

The ATe attains the upper bound if there is a combination of inputs
for which all positive coefﬁcients are multiplied by one and all negative
coefﬁcients are multiplied by zero. The constant coefﬁcient c00···0 is
not affected by any input combination.
2) Search Procedure: Algorithm 2 describes the procedure for
ﬁnding the maximum mismatch. First, to avoid calling the main search
loop unnecessarily, the algorithm checks whether there are any input
assignments to be made without the search. Such a preprocessing step
is used at each call of the search routine.
Algorithm 2: Finding a Maximum Mismatch
1. ubcoef = c00···0 + c>0 ci1 i2 ···in ;
lbcoef = f00···0 + f11···1 − ubcoef
2. CurrentBest = lbcoef ; Current = ubcoef ;
...
3. Max_Abs (AT, Current){
/∗ preprocessing∗ /
4. ﬁxpoint{ for each variable xi
5. if (all c∗xi ∗ >= 0) xi = 1
else
if (all c∗xi ∗ <= 0) xi = 0};
6. if UnasignedVars {
7. x = MostPositiveVariable;
/∗ try x = 1∗ /
8. CATe = ATe (f )x=1
9. if (ubcoef (CATe ) < CurrentBest) backtrack;
/∗ cut search branch∗ /
10. else Current = Max_Abs(CATe , Current); /∗ recur further∗ /
/∗ try x = 0∗ /
11. CATe = ATe (f )x=0
12. if (ubcoef (CATe ) < CurrentBest) backtrack;
13. else Current = Max_Abs(CATe , Current);}
14. else{
15. Current = ATe ; /∗ all variables assigned, leaf case∗ /
16. if (Current > CurrentBest) return(CurrentBest = Current);
17. }}

Preprocessing: The reduction of the search space is based on two
rules for assigning a value to a binary input.
1) If coefﬁcients of the ATe monomials with xi present are all
positive (or zero), assign xi = 1.
2) If coefﬁcients of the ATe monomials with xi present are all
negative (or zero), assign xi = 0.
Since each such assignment can make additional variables eligible,
the given rules are applied in the ﬁx-point manner until no changes are
found. Preprocessing is done in lines 4–5.
Main Search Loop: The search is guided by a heuristic most
positive variable as follows. For each input variable xi , we obtain
the sum Sxi of all coefﬁcients multiplying terms with xi . The most
positive variable is the variable xj , for which the sum Sxj is the largest.
In the case of a draw, the easily obtainable lower bounds (by Lemma
8) are compared as well.
The function Max_Abs (line 3) is called recursively until all variable
assignments have been explored. When the function UnasignedVars
(line 6) indicates some unassigned variables, the allocation of the value
of the most positive variable is attempted ﬁrst. Otherwise, the leaf
nodes are reached (line 15–16), and the value for the current input
assignment is returned.
The search is terminated when a current upper bound is not larger
than the currently largest value (lines 9 and 12, for two possible variable assignments). The upper bound of the current function restriction
ubcoef (ATe (x = v)) is the sum of all positive ATe coefﬁcients when a
variable x is set to v (line 1).
Example 8—Finding a Maximum Mismatch: Consider the error AT
of an imprecise implementation of f (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 )
ATe (f ) = −10x1 + 4x2 − 5x3 − 6x4
−x1 x5 + 8x2 x3 x4 + 2x1 x3 x5 .
To ﬁnd the maximum value max |SpecAT(f ) − IAT(f )| of the
ATe (f ), we apply the procedure described in Algorithm 2.
1) The upper bound (line 1) ubcoef = 4 + 8 + 2 = 14; the
lower bound lbcoef = 0 + (−10 + 4 − 5 − 6 − 1 + 8 + 2) −
14 = −22.
2) CurrentBest = lbcoef = −22 (line 2).
3) Most positive variables (in the decreasing order) are
x2 = 12;

x3 = 5;

x4 = 2;

x5 = 1;

x1 = −9.

4) First, preprocessing assigns x2 = 1 (line 5).
The search is summarized in Fig. 4. By assigning the most positive
variable x3 to 1, followed by preprocessing, the ﬁrst terminal node
provides CurrentBest = 1. After that, all the branches where ubcoef is
not larger than 1 are cut. Upon setting x3 = 0, the preprocessing consequently assigns zero to remaining variables, reaching CurrentBest =
4. Hence, the maximum is found after checking function value at only
two points.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the efﬁciency of the proposed
methods. First, we deal with transcendental functions, where the
imprecision cannot be avoided. In the case of DA circuits, we match
a speciﬁcation with the sequential implementation. The experiments
evaluating the efﬁciency of the precision veriﬁcation conclude this
section.
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Fig. 4.
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Example of the calculation of maximum ATe .



TABLE II
−2 ln(x1 ) ∗ cos(2πx2 )—AT GENERATION TIMES FOR DIFFERENT
WORDLENGTHS n AND TAYLOR TERM APPROXIMATIONS (k, k)

we note that Taylor expansions come with provable error bound δ =
O(xn ) due to the truncation of the nth and higher order terms. Then,
the reference AT can have a ﬁnite number of terms, plus arbitrarily
small error bound δ. We then use the triangle inequality and error
bounding from Section III-B2.
2) AT of Imprecise Implementation: In this case, the implementation of the circuit consists of three blocks: the two approximations of
Taylor expansions representing functions y(x1 ) and y(x2 ), followed
by a multiplier, in (6) and (7). For each Taylor polynomial, we use the
shorthand notation

A. Imprecise Box–Muller Algorithm Implementation
The circuit for generating Gaussian random variables by Box–
Muller algorithm [20] is critical to a number of applications such as
accurate bit-error-rate testers [21]. The core of the algorithm uses the
following expression:
y(x1 , x2 ) = y1 (x1 )∗y2 (x2 ) =



−2 ln(x1 )∗cos(2πx2 ).

(6)

Any implementation of this transcendental expression will only be
an approximation—hence, the need to assess the error associated with
it. We consider a case, where each product termis represented by a
ﬁnite number of Taylor series terms: y1 (x1 ) = −2 ln(x1 ) around
the point x1 = 0.5 and y2 (x2 ) = cos(2πx2 ) around x2 = 0

− 1.58199(x1 − 0.5) + 1.01982(x1 − 0.5)
y2 (x2 ) =

∞


(−1)i

i=0

(2πx2 )2i
.
(2i)!

aji xij ,

j ∈ {1, 2}.

i=0

The lumped Taylor series coefﬁcient of function yj is aji , and the
number of terms in the Taylor expansion is lj . The AT is obtained
by replacing xj in the Taylor expansion by its norm function. For
unsigned fractional encoding, we have

IAT [yj (xj )] =

lj

i=0

aji

n


i
−k

xjk 2

,

j ∈ {1, 2}.

(8)

k=0

The pipelined implementation of the cosine circuit in Fig. 5, (8) for
j = 2, uses the Horner polynomial evaluation

y1 (x1 ) = 1.17741 − 1.6984(x1 − 0.5) + 4.73336(x1 − 0.5)2
3

yj (xj ) =

lj


4

(7)

Table II represents the time in seconds needed to obtain the AT
expression for y(x1 , x2 ), composed from Taylor series approximation
of compound functions y1 (x1 ) and y2 (x2 ) from (7). Both functions
were approximated with the same number of Taylor terms, shown in
the heading of Table II. Times in seconds are reported for Mathematica
5.1 code running on a 2-GHz AMD Opteron processor under Linux.
1) AT of Speciﬁcation: The Box–Muller speciﬁcation is given as a
real-valued function f : R → R, requiring inﬁnite precision. To obtain
the approximate speciﬁcation that can be made arbitrarily precise,



N −1

f (x) =

i=0

(−1)i







x2i
1
1
= 1 + x2 − + x2
+ x2 (· · ·)
(2i)!
2!
4!

.

The error polynomial is a difference between the SpecAT[y(x1 , x2 )]
and the IAT[y(x1 , x2 )]. The application of Algorithm 2 then results in
the maximum error values, Table III.
B. Imprecise Distributed Arithmetic Circuit
DA refers to a datapath where the inner product of an input vector x
with a vector of constants A is performed as a bit-serial operation [22].
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Fig. 5. N -stage pipelined cosine circuit implementation.

Fig. 6.

Block structure of the DA implementation.

TABLE III
PRECISION ERROR MAGNITUDES

TABLE IV
GENERATION OF AT COEFFICIENTS FOR DA CIRCUITS

It is assumed that all inputs are M -bit ﬁnite-precision words and that
the vector of constants A contains N values. The inner product over
unsigned fractional input vectors xk , k = 1, 2, . . . , N is

The ﬁnal AT(yimp ) is given by the expression that is equivalent to
that of the speciﬁcation (yspec ) in (9)


N

yspec =



AT(yimp ) =

M

Ak xk ,

where xj =

k=1

−i

xji 2 .

i=1

The above multiplication is performed in DA as a bitwise operation,
taking M steps. In the ith cycle, the shifted ith bit of the vector xk
(i.e., xik ) is “multiplied” in parallel by its constant Ai . In essence, the
order of summations is changed, to result in
M
N


i=1

Aj xji

∗ 2−i .

(9)

j=1

The implementation of a circuit given by (9) is proposed in Fig. 6.
The hardware components are: N M -bit shift registers providing input
vectors xi , an M × N ROM storing constant coefﬁcients of vector A,
and an add-and-accumulate loop consisting of an M -bit register with
a delay element 2−1 and an M -bit unsigned adder.
The overall AT transform of the scalar product circuit is generated
following Algorithm 1. The shift registers sequencing input vectors
to the ROM (M -bit data addresses) are expressed in terms of ATS:
ATS(SR(xj ))[k] = xj(M −k) .
Data selected from the ROM based on the value of input vectors is
N
represented as MATS(ROM)[k] = j=1 Aj xj(M −k) . A new partial
product in step j, j = 1, . . . , N is accumulated next in the register.
The result yimp [M ] is obtained after M steps
AT(yimp ) = MATS (yimp [M ]) =

M 
N

k=1 j=1

Aj xj(M −k) 2−(M −k) |i=M −k

k=1 j=1

=

AT(yspec ) =

M 
N


Aj xj(M −k) 2−(M −k) .

M
N


i=1

Aj xji

∗ 2−i .

j=1

The AT generation of various DA circuits was implemented in
Mathematica 5.1—its performance is summarized in Table IV.
1) Error Analysis: The source of imprecision is a divider by two
(2−1 ) (Fig. 6), where the error is incurred by keeping the word length
constant. The error e can be due to either truncation or rounding. For
the add-and-accumulate loop, the recurrence representing the bottom
blocks in Fig. 6 is
MATS(yimp )[i] = ROM[i] +

1
yimp [i − 1] + e.
2

The solution to this recurrence equation determines that the overall
error is twice that of the error in a single step. Unlike previously
considered loops in Fig. 3, where the error grows linearly with the
number of steps; here, it remains constant. Furthermore, as the error
function is unate, the search is avoided. Algorithm 2 only needs the
preprocessing step to ﬁnd all the input values.
C. Benchmarking Precision Search
The precision search from Algorithm 2 has been implemented in
C++. To illustrate its performance, several imprecise circuit realizations have been considered. Two major sources of imprecision were
examined: a ﬁnite-word implementation of real-valued input/output
data and the approximations to the given function. The results are
reported in Table V.
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TABLE V
PRECISION SEARCH TIMES
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

64-Bit Arithmetic-Logic Unit (ALU): The imprecision in the
64-bit version of the 74181 ALU was introduced in the n × n multiplication function by restricting the result to n most signiﬁcant bits.
All remaining ALU functions were exact.
49-Tap Low-Pass Channel Filter for the National Television
System Commission (NTSC) Video Coding Standard: The ﬁlter [23]
has the following characteristics: passband from 0 to fp /fsampl =
0.2933 and the stopband from fs /fsampl = 0.3344 to 0.5. The normalizing sampling frequency fsampl is 13.5 MHz. The imprecision
in this case is due to the ﬁnite word length of the input variables.
The considered precision of the based ﬁlter is 14 bits, while the
implementation uses 8 bits.
Pipelined Cosine Circuits: The cosine function is of particular
interest in DSP due to its use in MPEG encoding. The circuit is
outlined in Fig. 5 and also referred to in [24]. For the three cases
reported in Table V, the imprecision was due to the ﬁnite word length
(12, 16, and 32 bits, respectively) as well as the use of Taylor expansion
with ﬁnite number of terms. In the three cases mentioned, the number
of Taylor expansion terms was 12, 10, and 6 terms, respectively.
Communication Circuits—A-Law and Mu-Law Companders:
These elements are used in different versions of the pulse-codemodulation standard CCITT G.711 for voice coding. Imprecision
was due to the ﬁnite words (8 bits) and the transcendental function
approximations by six Taylor terms.
Box–Miller Circuit: The design introduced in Section IV-A
was checked for imprecision due to the Taylor expansion with six
terms and ﬁnite-word approximations (8 bits).
In all cases, the preprocessing and the early termination due to
the use of bounds were extensively applied. In fact, for the ﬁrst two
circuits, the preprocessing was able to detect and assign all positive
and negative variables.

[7]
[8]

[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

V. C ONCLUSION

[20]

In this paper, we proposed circuit representations that extend the bitlevel input/word-level output AT to allow a composition of individual
blocks (MAT) and handling sequential (MATS, ATS) and imprecise
datapaths. The above extensions provide equally compact circuit descriptions as the AT in a fraction of time and are especially suitable for
arithmetic and DSP circuits.
Finally, the proposed representations can explicitly express the
imprecision error of the implementation. Once the transform of such
an error is generated, we determine its maximum value using the
proposed branch-and-bound search and verify the correctness within
prescribed error bounds.

[21]
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